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Squaric acid dimethyl ester (C6O4H6; 3,4-dimethoxycyclobut-3-ene-1,2-dione; DCD) was studied by matrix
isolation infrared spectroscopy and by density functional theory (B3LYP) and ab initio (MP2) calculations
with the 6-31++G(d,p) and 6-311++G(d,p) basis sets. Three conformers of the compound were theoretically
predicted. The two most stable conformers were identified in low-temperature argon matrixes and the energy
gap between them was determined. The trans-trans conformer (C2V) was found to be more stable than the
cis-trans form (Cs) by 4.2 kJ mol-1, in consonance with the theoretical predictions (MP2 calcd) 3.9 kJ
mol-1). In situ broadband UV irradiation (λ > 337 nm) of the matrix-isolated compound was found to induce
the ring-opening reaction leading to production of the bisketene, 2,3-dimethoxybuta-1,3-diene-1,4-dione as
well as the trans-transf cis-trans conformational isomerization. The latter phototransformation allowed
separation of the infrared spectra of the two conformers initially trapped into a low-temperature matrix. Upon
higher energy irradiation (λ > 235 nm), the main observed photoproducts were CO and deltic acid dimethyl
ester (C5O3H6; 2,3-dimethoxycycloprop-2-en-1-one), the latter being obtained in two different conformations
(trans-trans and cis-trans). According to the experimental data, deltic acid dimethyl ester is produced by
decarbonylation of the initially formed bisketene and not by direct CO extrusion from DCD.

Introduction

The derivatives of cyclobut-3-ene-1,2-dione have applications
in many domains, from medicine and pharmacology (for
example, as antiulcer agents and analgesics1-3) to photography
and energy storing devices.4,5

Squaric acid (C4O4H2; 3,4-dihydroxyclobut-3-ene-1,2-dione)
is one of the simplest derivatives of cyclobut-3-ene-1,2-dione.
This compound presents very interesting physicochemical
properties, including unusually strong acidity (comparable to
that of sulfuric acid) as well as a considerable degree of
aromaticity.6 Some of the derivatives of squaric acid, such as
diesters, diamides and mixed amide-esters, were reported to have
relatively high nonlinear optical activity, being major potential
materials for second harmonic generators of laser light.7,8

Despite their potential applications, these types of compounds
have been scarcely studied. In the monomeric form, even squaric
acid itself has not been much studied. In 1997, Rostkowska et
al.9 reported the infrared spectra of the compound isolated in
low-temperature Ar and N2 matrixes. The two most stable
conformers of squaric acid, predicted theoretically [at the DFT/
B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level], were considered as possible
structures of the matrix-isolated monomers. Though the authors
favored the prevalence of the trans-trans conformer (C2V; with
both OH groups in trans orientation with respect to the CdC
bond) in the matrixes, the spectroscopic differentiation between
the two conformers could not be unequivocally made, since their
predicted infrared spectra were found to be nearly coincident
in all but the OH stretching region. In addition, the spectral
profile in this latter spectral range was found to be strongly

dependent on the matrix gas, with the number of observed bands
varying from argon to nitrogen matrix.9 On the other hand, in
the crystalline state, molecules of squaric acid are well-known
to exist in the cis-trans conformation.10-13

Squaric acid dimethyl ester (C6O4H6; 3,4-dimethoxycyclobut-
3-ene-1,2-dione; from here abbreviated as DCD) differs from
its parent compound by substitution of the two acid hydrogen
atoms by methyl groups. In the nonmethylated compound both
conformers are stabilized by intramolecular hydrogen bonds.
The C2V conformer involves two equal O-H‚‚‚OdC bonds,
whereas in theCs form the intramolecular hydrogen bonds are
different and belong to the O-H‚‚‚OdC and O-H‚‚‚O-C
types. Most likely, this difference in the intramolecular hydrogen
bonding results in a destabilization of the Cs conformer with
respect to theC2V form by 8 kJ mol-1 (according to the MP2
calculations,9). In the methylated compound the two most stable
conformers have geometries similar to those of squaric acid,
but the possibility of intramolecular hydrogen bond formation
is absent in both forms. From this point of view, one can expect
that the destabilization of the minor conformer in the methylated
compound would be less pronounced, or in other words, that
the two conformers would be separated by a smaller energy
gap. That is why, it can be expected that the two most stable
conformers predicted theoretically for DCD would be also
important experimentally. In addition, their spectroscopic dif-
ferentiation can be anticipated to be easier, because the presence
of a methyl groups implies an increased number of observable
bands and can also be expected to give rise to more pronounced
vibrational coupling in the molecule, which in turn shall lead
to an enhanced dependence of the vibrational spectra on the
conformation. Thus, the spectroscopic study of DCD appears
to be an interesting possibility to undertake the first detailed
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experimental conformational and vibrational characterization of
a molecule based on the squaric acid framework.

Another interesting question that was still open to further
investigation is the photochemical reactivity of squaric acid
derivatives. Already in 1961, the photochemical ring opening
of cyclobutene-1,2-diones was reported simultaneously by
Mallory and Roberts14 and Blomquist and LaLancette.15 Since
that time, this reaction has been used to generate 1,2-bisketenes,
but usually these species have only been observed at low
temperature, often in matrixes, because of their facile thermal
ring closure.16-23 Observation of deltic acid (C3O3H2; 2,3-
dihydroxycycloprop-2-en-1-one) as a photoproduct generated
from squaric acid was also reported.22,23 Maier and Rohr22

noticed that the deltic acid, produced by irradiation of the matrix-
isolated squaric acid, gives rise to at least two bands owing to
OH stretching vibrations (νOH), whereas the trans-trans
conformer of this compound should give rise to only one
infrared-activeνOH band. Nevertheless, the experimental results
were interpreted assuming the presence of only the trans-trans
conformer. The experimentally observed additional band was
interpreted as a result of the interaction of one of the OH groups
with the CO molecule produced in the same matrix cage.
However, the presence of a second conformer in the photolyzed
matrix cannot be ruled out on the basis of the experimental data.
By the same reasons as those mentioned above (regarding the
advantage of studying the dimethyl ester of squaric acid instead
of the acid itself in order to attain an unequivocal spectroscopic
identification of its possible conformers), the study of the
dimethyl ester of deltic acid (if it could be produced from
photolysis of DCD) would also be of interest to the conforma-
tional and vibrational characterization of the deltic acid frame-
work.

Taking into consideration all the points addressed above, we
have studied DCD (and its photoproducts) by a combined matrix
isolation infrared spectroscopy and theoretical [DFT/B3LYP and
MP2] approach. As it will be described in detail in the next
sections, both trans-trans and cis-trans conformers of DCD
were found to be present in the as-deposited matrixes, the trans-
trans conformer corresponding to the most stable form. UV-
irradiation of the compound was found to lead to trans-trans
f cis-trans conformational isomerization as well as to ring-
opening photoreaction generating isomeric forms of the bis-
ketene. Upon subsequent photolysis, the latter compound yielded
the dimethyl ester of deltic acid (C5O3H6; 2,3-dimethoxycyclo-
prop-2-en-1-one; DCP) in both trans-trans and cis-trans stable
conformations. Unequivocal experimental identification and
vibrational characterization of the two conformers of both DCD
and DCP was achieved, constituting the first successful attempt
to do so for molecules with the squaric or deltic acids’
frameworks.

Experimental and Computational Details

A sample of the DCD (Aldrich, 99%) was placed in a glass
tube protected against light and connected to the chamber of

the cryostat with a needle valve. To deposit a matrix, the vapor
of DCD was introduced into the cryostat chamber through the
needle valve together with large excess of the host matrix gas
(argon N60 from Air Liquide) coming from a separate line. The
needle valve has two thermostatable parts: the valve nozzle
and the sample compartment. The sample compartment during
deposition was kept in all experiments at room temperature (23
°C), which was sufficient to sublimate the compound (mp 55-
57 °C) and provide enough vapor pressure. The temperature of
the valve nozzle in different experiments was varied between
23 and 158°C. This allowed control of the equilibrium
conformational populations in the gaseous phase prior to the
deposition of matrixes and helped in experimental estimation
of the enthalpy difference between the two main forms. A cold
CsI window mounted on the tip of an APD Cryogenics DE-
202A closed-cycle helium refrigerator was used as the optical
substrate and kept during the deposition of all samples at the
lowest possible temperature, 10 K.

The matrixes were irradiated with filtered (using long-pass
filters 375, 337, 285 nm) or unfiltered light from a 150 W xenon
arc lamp (Osram XBO 150W/CR OFR) through the outer KBr
window of the cryostat. The infrared spectra were recorded with
0.5 cm-1 resolution using a Mattson (60AR) Infinity Series FTIR
spectrometer equipped with a KBr beam splitter and a DTGS
detector. The UV absorption spectrum of the compound as a
solid-state thin film was recorded on a Shimadzu UV-2100
spectrometer. The thin film was obtained by deposition of a

SCHEME 1: Conformers and Atom Numbering for
Squaric Acid Dimethyl Ester.a

a Conformers are named by the values of two CdC-O-C dihedral
angles: T) trans, C) cis.

Figure 1. Potential energy map showing the dependence of energy
on internal rotation of the two methoxyl groups in DCD (bottom) and
potential energy profile for interconversion between conformers CT
and TT (top). Calculations at the DFT(B3LYP)/6-311++G(d,p) level
of theory. The potential energy map was built by varying the C3d
C4-O8-C13 and C4dC3-O7-C9 dihedral angles in steps of 5 deg
and letting all the remaining internal coordinates adjust to their optimal
values. Minima are indicated in the graph by crosses (×) and labeled
by conformer names (CC, CT, TC, TT). Forms TC and CT are
degenerated. Energies are relative to the most stable conformer (TT)
and do not include zero-point vibrational corrections. Isoenergy levels
are spaced by 5 kJ mol-1.
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few drops from a solution of the compounds into a circular
sapphire substrate (10 mm diameter) followed by spin coating
(using a Desk-Top precision spin coating system, model P6700
series from Speedline Technologies; 2500 rpm) in a nitrogen
saturated atmosphere (2 psi). The solutions for spin-coating were
prepared by adding 2 mg of the samples to 15 mg of Zeonex in
200 µL of toluene solution with stirring at 40°C for 30 min.

The equilibrium geometries for all studied species were fully
optimized at the DFT(B3LYP)24,25 and MP2 levels26 of theory
with the standard 6-311++G(d,p) and 6-31++G(d,p) basis sets,
respectively, using explicit symmetries whenever possible. Both
methods, MP2 and DFT, account for significant parts of electron
correlation energy. Hence, these methods should provide values
of relative energy of CT and TT conformers being in fair
agreement with experiment. However, because one of the
methods accounts only for dynamic part of the electron
correlation and the other is not able to account for the dispersive
part of the electron correlation, theoretical predictions close to
exact could be obtained (using MP2 or DFT approaches) only
in the case of fortunate cancellation of errors. Nevertheless, the
practice demonstrated that, as far as calculations of relative
conformational energies are concerned, the performance of the
MP2 method is slightly better, whereas the DFT method usually
yields somewhat better vibrational frequencies. Then, since the
MP2 is considerably more expensive in terms of computational
resources, it was used in the present study only to estimate the
energy differences between the experimentally relevant con-
formers of DCD. The nature of the obtained stationary points
on the potential energy surfaces of the respective systems was
checked through the analysis of the corresponding Hessian
matrix. For the cases where imaginary frequencies were present,
optimizations of geometry and calculations of vibrational
frequencies were repeated with reduced symmetries, until no
imaginary frequencies were obtained. For minimum energy
structures, a set of internal coordinates was defined, and the
Cartesian force constants were transformed to the internal
coordinates space, allowing ordinary normal-coordinate analysis
to be performed as described by Schachtschneider.27 The
theoretically predicted spectra were used to assist the analysis
of the experimental spectra. The calculated harmonic frequencies
were scaled according to the equationν(scaled) ) 26.8 +
0.96ν(calculated), resulting from the linear fitting of the DFT
calculated frequencies to the experimentally observed frequen-
cies. Internal coordinate sets defined for DCD and all identified
photoproducts are given in Tables S01-S07 (Supporting
Information). Atom numbering schemes for the studied struc-
tures are given in Scheme 1 and Figures S02-S04 (Supporting
Information).

All calculations in this work were done using the Windows
version of the Gaussian 98 program.28

Results and Discussion

Geometries and Energies.The molecule of DCD has two
intramolecular torsional degrees of freedom that correspond to
rotations of the-(O-CH3) groups with respect to the four-
membered ring and can result in different conformations. A
detailed conformational analysis of the potential energy surface
(PES) of DCD was carried out theoretically at the DFT(B3LYP)/
6-311++G(d,p) level by calculating a two-dimensional grid of
points as a function of the C3dC4-O8-C13 and C4dC3-
O7-C9 dihedral angles. These angles were incrementally
changed in steps of 5 deg and all remaining internal coordinates
were optimized (Figure 1). Three different minima were
obtained (Scheme 1), one of them corresponding to a doubly

degenerated-by-symmetry form. From here onward, the con-
formers will be named with respect to the values of two dihedral
CdC-O-C angles using notation “T” (trans, 180°) and “C”
(cis, 0°). The three possible combinations are TT, CT (equal to
TC), and CC. Similarly as it was previously found for squaric
acid,9 the most stable form predicted by the calculations is the
trans-trans conformer ofC2V symmetry (form TT in Figure 1
and Scheme 1). The second most stable form was found to be
the doubly degenerated-by-symmetry cis-trans,Cs symmetry
form (CT), with the DFT calculated energy higher by ca. 6 kJ
mol-1 with respect to the most stable TT conformer. The energy

TABLE 1: DFT and MP2/6-311++G(d,p) Calculated
Relative Energies (∆E°/kJ mol-1), Zero-Point Vibrational
Energy Corrected Relative Energies (∆E°ZPVE/kJ mol-1) and
Dipole Moments (|µ|/debye) for Relevant Structures of DCDa

a For the minimum energy structures tabulated, values are given in
bold. DFT values ofE° andE°ZPVE for the most stable conformer (form
I) are-533.22598763 and-533.111408 hartree (1 hartree) 2625.5001
kJ mol-1), respectively. MP2 calculatedE° for conformer I is
-531.828892208 hartree. For structures that do not correspond to a
minimum on the potential energy surface,∆E° and ∆E°ZPVE are
calculated in relation to the parent minimum with the same heavy atom
backbone.
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difference between CT and TT calculated at the MP2/6-
311++G(d,p) level is equal to 3.9 kJ mol-1. The height of the
barrier separating CT from the most stable conformer TT was
predicted by the DFT calculations to be equal to 24.2 kJ mol-1

(see Figure 1). A minimum corresponding to the third con-
former, cis-cis (C2V symmetry; CC), was also found on the
PES of DCD. The DFT calculated energy of this form is higher
than that of the TT conformer by as much as 35 kJ mol-1. Thus
the CC form should be of no practical relevance.

In all three conformers, the methyl groups adopt a configu-
ration where one of the hydrogen atoms isanti-periplanar
relative to the ring carbon atom to which the corresponding
methoxyl group is bound (see Table 1). For atrans-methoxyl
group, the barrier to methyl internal rotation was predicted by
DFT method to be less than 2 kJ mol-1, while for acis-methoxyl
group the barrier was found to be considerably larger: in CT,
it amounts to ca. 3 kJ mol-1, and in CC, where the methyl
groups are in close contact to each other, it is larger than 10 kJ
mol-1.

Table 1 summarizes the energetical data obtained in the
present study, including the calculated energy barriers for

rotation of the methyl groups in the three conformers. This table
also presents the calculated dipole moments of conformers TT,
CT, and CC.

Vibrational Spectra. Comparison of the infrared spectrum
of DCD isolated in solid argon with the spectra calculated for
the conformers of the compound revealed that both conformers
TT and CT were present in the as-deposited matrixes. Decreas-
ing the temperature of the vapor prior to deposition led to an
increase of the relative intensities of the bands ascribable to
the conformer TT, with respect to those of conformer CT (see
upper frame of Figure 2). The temperature dependence of the
relative intensities of bands due to the two main conformers
enabled an empirical distinction between the two sets of bands
ascribable to forms TT and CC. Inspection of the whole
experimental spectrum revealed that in the region 980-1120
cm-1 there are two bands of medium intensity due to conformer
TT and two bands that originated in the form CT (Figure 2).
These bands do not overlap and allow reliable determination
of their intensities, which served as a measure of the confor-
mational populations.

Carrying out a series of independent experiments, where the
temperature of the equilibrium gas phase of the compound was
varied between 23 and 158°C (Figure 3), enabled a shift of the
relative populations of the two experimentally relevant conform-
ers present in the matrixes. This allowed direct experimental
determination of the relative conformational enthalpies from the
Van’t Hoff plot shown in Figure 3.1 A value of -∆H° ) 4.2

Figure 2. Shown in the upper frame is a fragment of the infrared
spectra of DCD isolated in argon matrixes at 10 K. The matrixes were
deposited from vapor of the compound at 158°C and at 23°C.
Experimental spectra were normalized so that the bands due to
conformer CT (marked by circles) are equally intense in both of them.
The spectra are shifted on ordinate for clarity. The lower frame shows
the corresponding fragment of the infrared spectra calculated at the
DFT(B3LYP)/6-311++G(d,p) level for DCD conformers TT (full
circles) and CT (open circles). Intensities in the calculated spectra were
multiplied by the estimated relative populations of the two conformers
at 23 °C (70% and 30%), taking into account the experimentally
estimated difference in enthalpies of the conformers. All theoretical
frequencies are scaled using the equationνscaled ) 26.8 + 0.96νcalcd.
Note that in the spectra obtained from the vapor of the compound at
158 °C some very-low-intensity bands (e.g., at 1034 and 974 cm-1)
resulting from thermal decomposition of DCD are observed. However,
at this temperature, the amount of DCD undergoing thermal decomposi-
tion is still negligible. The study of the pyrolitic decomposition of DCD
is not addressed in this work.

Figure 3. The upper frame shows two nonoverlapping infrared bands
due to the TT and CT conformers of DCD isolated in argon matrixes
at 10 K. Traces A, B, C, and D present the fragments of FTIR spectra
measured in different experiments. In each of the experiments the
temperature of the vapor phase of the compound prior to deposition
was different, as it is indicated in the figure. The experimental intensities
are normalized to make the peak intensity due to the TT form equal
for all temperatures. The lower frame shows Van’t Hoff plots
constructed using pairs of nonoverlapping experimental bands due the
CT and TT conformers (band centers are indicated after conformer
names as subscripts). Straight lines represent results of the least squares
linear fits: solid line is for the (1021, 1005) pair (shown in the upper
frame); dashed line is for the (1084, 1105) pair.
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TABLE 2: Vibrational Frequencies, Intensities,a and Potential Energy Distributions (PED) for Conformer I of DCD ( C2W; TT
Conformer)b

obsd
infrared, Ar matrix

T ) 10 K
calcd

B3LYP/6-311++G(d, p)

ν I νc I sym PEDd (%)

3035.8 10.3 { 3067.5 12.8 A1 ν(CH3)as(97)
3067.4 5.5 B2 ν(CH3)as(97)

3018.7 12.7 3037.6 26.0 B1 ν(CH3)as(100)
3037.5 0 A2 ν(CH3)as(100)

2987.1 12.1 combination (1629.2+ 1361.3) 2990.5)

2965.8 58.9 { 2960.7 0.7 A1 ν(CH3)s(97)
2960.4 64.4 B2 ν(CH3)s(97)

2870.4 8.3 overtone (2× 1474.4) 2948.8)
1860.1 2.9 combination [950.1+ (924.1+913.5)/2) 1868.9]
1833.8} 95.6 1819.4 159.5 A1 ν(CdO)s(70) + ν(C-O)s(10)
1828.6
1826.1
1813.8
1811.9
1780.6 52.5 combination (827.8+ 950.1) 1777.9)
1756.9} 305.4 1765.7 378.5 B2 ν(CdO)as(87) + δring(10)
1755.2
1746.4
1744.6
1738.4
1682.5 24.3 combination (1105.7+ 567.7) 1673.4)
1655.4 18.8 overtone (2× 827.8) 1655.6)
1629.2 774.7 1625.5 662.9 A1 ν(C3dC4)(40)+ ν(C-O)s(29) + ν(CdO)s(17)
1475.4} 301.0 1470.7 256.9 B2 δ(CH3)s(68) + ν(C-O)as(18)
1474.4

1457.9 17.3 1459.1 19.8 A1 δ(CH3)as(88) + γ(CH3)as(10)

1454.3 34.6 { 1457.1 11.4 B2 δ(CH3)as(82)
1457.0 24.2 B1 δ(CH3)as(92)
1456.7 0 A2 δ(CH3)as(92)

1435.3 95.6 1436.4 61.2 A1 δ(CH3)s(96)
1367.1} 790.7 1355.6 874.0 B2 ν(C-O)as(49) + δ(CH3)s(25) + ν(C-C)as(11)
1361.3
1262.6 13.4 1255.0 33.6 A1 γ(CH3)as(32) + ν(C-O)s(20) + ν(C3dC4)(14)+ ν(C-C)s(10)
1187.6 } 26.5 1183.9 21.4 B2 γ(CH3)as(80)
1180.7
1152.9 0.8 1146.5 1.3 B1 γ(CH3)as(91)

1146.1 0 A2 γ(CH3)as(91)
not obsd 1135.5 0.2 A1 γ(CH3)as(53) + ν(C-C)s(14) + ν(C3dC4)(13)
1105.7 122.9 1101.7 96.9 B2 ν(C-C)as(29) + ν(O-Me)as(29) + δ(C-O)s(24)
1005.4 57.8 995.9 43.2 A1 ν(O-Me)s(50) + ν(C-C)s(24) + ν(C1-C2)(14)+ δ(CdO)as(10)
950.1 17.5 943.4 28.7 A1 ν(O-Me)s(34) + ν(C1-C2)(31)+ δ(CdO)as(17)
924.1} 84.7 910.8 72.1 B2 ν(O-Me)as(60) + ν(C-C)as(18)
918.9
916.1
913.5
827.8 30.0 830.4 19.6 B2 δ(CdO)s(60) + δ(C-O)s(24)

741.2 0 A2 γ(CdO)as(81) + γ ring(18)
638.4 38.6 646.7 36.9 A1 ν(C-C)s(38) + ν(C-O)s(22) + ν(C1-C2)(21)
not obsd 599.5 0.8 B1 γ(CdO)s(51) + γ(C-O)s(48)
not obsd 584.1 1.6 B2 δ ring (64)+ ν(C-O)as(19)

578.6 0 A2 γ(C-O)as(101)
410.2 0.9 B2 δ(COMe)as(50) + ν(C-C)as(21) + δ(CdO)s(19)

{ 357.0 6.2 A1 δ(COMe)s(65) + ν(C3)C4)(13)+ δ(C-O)as(11)
301.6 3.0 A1 δ(CdO)as(68) + ν(C1-C2)(24)
246.8 19.9 B1 γ(CdO)s(47) + γ(C-O)s(37)

not investigated 205.4 7.5 B2 δ(C-O)s(43) + δ(COMe)as(32) + ν(C-C)as(14)
167.8 0 A2 τ(OMe)s(52) + γ ring (25)+ τ(CH3)s(21)
164.3 6.9 A1 δ(C-O)as(74) + δ(COMe)s(19)
122.2 3.8 B1 τ(OMe)as(50) + τ(CH3)as(30) + γ(C-O)s(18)
105.1 0 A2 γ ring (63)+ τ(CH3)s(16) + τ(OMe)s(12)
51.0 2.6 B1 τ(CH3)as(58)
43.6 0 A2 τ(CH3)s(60) + τ(OMe)s(36)

a Relative integrated intensities, normalized in such a way that the total measured intensity for each conformer is equal to the corresponding
calculated intensity.b Frequencies (ν) in cm-1; theoretical intensities (I) in km mol-1. c Theoretical positions of absorption bands were scaled according
to the equation:y ) 26.8 + 0.96x. d PED values lower than 10% are not included. Definition of symmetry coordinates is given in Table S01
(Supporting Information). See Scheme 1 for atom numbering.
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kJ mol-1 was obtained (the experimental error in the enthalpy
value is essentially dependent on the choice of the spectral
baselines and estimated to be ca. 20%.) and showed that form
TT is (in the gaseous phase) more stable than conformer CT.
In this estimation, it was assumed that no conformational
interconversion occurs during matrix deposition at 10 K, since
the barrier separating the two experimentally relevant conform-
ers is high (see Figure 1). The conclusion on preservation of
the gas-phase populations during deposition of the matrixes is
supported by the results of subsequent annealing of the argon
matrixes up to ca. 35 K. Such an annealing did not lead to any
spectral changes that could be related with any conformational
isomerization. Annealing of the matrixes to a higher temperature

was precluded by loss of optical properties and significant
evaporation of the matrixes.

The detailed assignment of the experimental spectra was
facilitated by the excellent agreement between the experimental
and theoretical data. In addition, as it will be described in detail
in the next section, irradiation experiments also led to confor-
mational isomerization, providing additional evidence supporting
the band assignments presented in Tables 2 and 3. Besides
experimental and theoretical frequencies and infrared intensities,
these tables also present the results of the normal-coordinate
analysis, with characterization of each normal vibration in terms
of percent contributions from chosen symmetry coordinates (see
also Tables S01 and S02, for definition of the coordinates).

TABLE 3: Vibrational Frequencies, Intensities,a and Potential Energy Distributions (PED) for Conformer II of DCD ( Cs;
Conformer CT)b

obsd
infrared, Ar matrix

T ) 10 K
calcd

B3LYP 6-311++G(d, p)

ν I νc I sym PEDd (%)

3035.8 * { 3065.8 9.2 A′ ν(C13H3)as(97)

3064.3 9.4 A′ ν(C9H3)as(96)

3018.7 * { 3038.1 12.6 A′′ ν(C13H3)as(100)
3027.2 16.7 A′′ ν(C9H3)as(100)

2965.8 * { 2960.7 32.2 A′ ν(C13H3)s(98)
2952.9 29.6 A′ ν(C9H3)s(96)

1821.7} 134.7 1828.2 220.7 A′ ν(CdO)s(70)
1818.2
1778.0} 118.5 1779.7 355.1 A′ ν(CdO)as(83)
1777.1
1643.1 192.2 overtone (2× 820.8) 1641.6)
1624.1 625.6 1621.0 789.5 A′ ν(CdC)(39)+ ν(C-O)s(32) + ν(CdO)s(16)

1478.4 359.1 1471.2 153.5 A′ δ(CH3)s(as)(67)+ ν(C-O)as(16) + δ(CH3)as(as)(11)

1460.0 * { 1460.3 19.9 A′ δ(CH3)as(s)(80)
1459.4 10.9 A′′ δ(C9H3)as(92)

1451.9 * { 1457.1 8.7 A′ δ(CH3)as(as)(70)+ δ(CH3)s(as)(13)
1456.4 13.9 A′′ δ(C13H3)as(92)

1434.1 * 1434.9 52.8 A′ δ(CH3)s(s)(96)
1354.0 861.5 1340.3 646.4 A′ ν(C-O)as(48) + δ(CH3)s(as)(22)+ ν(C-C)as(14) + δring(10)
1234.8 (?) * 1223.6 29.2 A′ γ(C13H3)′(43) + ν(C-O)s(13) + ν(CdC)(12)
1214.1 9.8 1203.5 22.4 A′ γ(C9H3)(69)
not obsd 1147.0 0.1 A′′ γ(CH3)s(86)
not obsd 1144.4 1.4 A′′ γ(CH3)as(86)
1148.0 10.3 1138.7 24.1 A′ γ(C13H3)(38) + ν(CdC)(16)+ ν(C-C)s(14) + ν(C-O)s(10)
1084.2 103.6 1079.9 61.4 A′ ν(C-C)as(28) + ν(O-CH3)as(23) + δ(C-O)s(15) + γ(C9H3)(12)
1023.0} 206.6 1006.5 172.0 A′ ν(O-CH3)s(37) + ν(C-C)s(28) + ν(C1-C2)(15)+ δ(CdO)as(11)1021.5
1020.5
not obsd 942.7 18.5 A′ ν(O-CH3)as(65)
931.7 18.4 923.9 13.1 A′ ν(O-CH3)s(37) + ν(C1-C2)(27)+ δ(CdO)as(14)
820.8 22.4 821.3 12.4 A′ δ(CdO)s(63) + δ(C-O)s(19)

757.2 0.0 A′′ γ(CdO)s(76) + γ ring (20)
633.6 * 639.5 21.3 A′ ν(C-C)s(29) + ν(C-O)s(25) + ν(C1-C2)(16)
596.1 * 601.4 9.0 A′ δring(60)+ ν(C-O)as(16)
not obsd 597.9 0.2 A′′ γ(C-O)s(45) + γ(C-O)as(25) + γ(CdO)as(25)
not obsd 587.3 1.2 A′′ γ(C-O)s(54) + γ(CdO)as(26) + γ(C-O)as(21)

392.9 5.2 A′ δ(COC)as(49)

not investigated { 370.6 4.7 A′ δ(COC)s(41) + ν(C-C)as(18) + δ(CdO)s(11)
289.2 7.6 A′ δ(CdO)as(62) + ν(C1-C2)(19)
253.7 18.6 A′′ γ(C-O)as(44) + γ(CdO)as(42)
213.6 4.3 A′ δ(C-O)s(44) + δ(COC)s(31) + ν(C-C)as(13)
169.6 0.2 A′′ τ(C-O)as(42) + γring(26)+ τ(O7-CH3)(14) + τ(O8-CH3)(14)
166.6 2.5 A′ δ(C-O)as(72) + δ(COC)as(22)
136.9 0.8 A′′ τ(O7-CH3)(38) + τ(C-O)s(24) + τ(O8-CH3)(19) + γ(C-O)as(16)
114.2 0.3 A′′ γ ring (31)+ τ(O7-CH3)(28) + τ(O8-CH3)(23)
89.2 0.5 A′′ τ(C-O)as(39) + γring(27)+ τ(C-O)s(19)
70.6 2.0 A′′ τ(C-O)s(45) + τ(O8-CH3)(37) + τ(C-O)as(20)

a Relative integrated intensities, normalized in such a way that the total measured intensity for each conformer is equal to the corresponding
calculated intensity. The asterisk (/) designates an overlap with bands from the most stable isomer.b Frequencies (ν) in cm-1; theoretical intensities
(I) in km mol-1]. c Theoretical positions of absorption bands were scaled according to the equation:y ) 26.8 + 0.96x. d PED values lower than
10% are not included. Definition of symmetry coordinates is given in Table S02 (Supporting Information). See Scheme 1 for atom numbering.
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Irradiation of the Matrixes (Photochemistry Experiments).
To investigate the photochemistry of matrix-isolated DCD, in
situ irradiation of the matrixes was carried out using different
wavelengths. Irradiation of the matrixes with a cutoff filter
transmitting lightλ > 375 nm did not result in any spectral
changes.

Increasing the energy of the incident UV-light (irradiation
with the 337 nm cutoff filter) resulted in spectral changes. Upon
short irradiation time (2 min), all bands present in the initially
deposited spectrum decreased, and a pair of new absorption
bands situated around 2100 cm-1 emerged. Increasing irradiation
time with the same wavelengths resulted in a slight continuous
growth of this pair of bands. Additionally, prolonged irradiation
led mostly to redistribution of the intensity of the bands present
in the as-deposited matrix, with bands due to conformer TT
continuously decreasing in intensity and bands due to conformer
CT starting to increase after prolonged irradiation (Figure 4).
No traces of conformer CC could be found in the spectra even
after prolonged irradiation (80 min). This demonstrates that the
high-energy form CC is either not produced, or it is converted
quickly back to the most stable forms TT and CT. On the other
hand, upon prolonged irradiation with this filter, small bands
(that were not present in the spectrum of the as-deposited matrix)
appeared in the 2160-2050 cm-1, 1950-1850 cm-1, 1750-

1650 cm-1, and 1350-1250 cm-1 spectral ranges. These bands
are due to low amounts of products of photolysis of DCD (see
the following detailed discussion).

After an irradiation (for 80 min) with the 337 nm cutoff filter,
the sample was submitted to an irradiation with the 285 nm
cutoff filter (for 100 min) and finally to a direct irradiation (for
130 min) through the KBr outer window of the cryostat (λ >
235 nm). Along these steps of irradiation, bands due to different
products of photolysis of DCD could be observed in the spectra.
It could be expected that the trans-transf cis-trans confor-
mational conversion should also occur upon irradiation with
shorter-wavelength UV light, but because of the simultaneous
occurrence of the photolysis reactions it is impossible to probe
this process.

Figure 5 presents selected spectra obtained during the
photochemical study of matrix-isolated DCD. In the spectral
regions shown in this figure, some of the most intense bands
due to the photoproducts are observed. No IR absorptions due
to fundamental vibrations of forms TT and TC of DCD are
present in the spectral ranges shown in Figure 5 (trace a). In
this spectrum, a doublet centered at ca. 2110 cm-1 is observed,
which can be tentatively assigned to the combination tone
associated with the intense bands observed at 1105.7 and 1005.4
cm-1, because of the fundamentalν(C-C) and ν(O-Me)
vibrations in the most stable conformer TT of DCD. The origin
of this doublet in conformer TT is unequivocal, since it exhibits
a characteristic temperature behavior matching other TT absorp-
tions.

Figure 4. The upper frames show the 2200-1250 cm-1 and 1250-
550 cm-1 ranges of the difference experimental infrared spectra of DCD
isolated in an argon matrix (the spectrum after 80 min of irradiation
with λ > 337 nm cutoff filter minus the spectrum of the freshly
deposited matrix). The growing bands are designated with “I” and the
decreasing bands with “II”. The bands marked with asterisks are due
to 2,3-dimethoxycycloprop-2-ene-1-one (DCP) that is produced in trace
amounts upon prolonged irradiation. This species is one of the main
products generated from DCD upon irradiation with shorter-wavelength
UV light (see text). The pair of absorptions designated as (>CdCd
O) appear in the spectral region characteristic to bands due to stretching
vibrations of the ketene group. Their origin is also discussed in the
text. The lower frames show the same spectral ranges in the spectra of
conformers TT and CT of DCD calculated at the DFT(B3LYP)/6-
311++G(d,p) level of theory. All theoretical frequencies are scaled
using the equationνscaled) 26.8+ 0.96νcalcd. The theoretical intensities
are scaled by (-1) for TT and by 0.5 for CT. Note that in the spectra
obtained from the vapor of the compound at 158°C some very-low-
intensity bands (e.g., at 1034 and 974 cm-1) resulting from thermal
decomposition of DCD are observed. However, at this temperature,
the amount of DCD undergoing thermal decomposition is still
negligible. The study of the pyrolitic decomposition of DCD is not
addressed in this work.

Figure 5. Observed infrared spectrum (2170-2050 and 1970-1870
cm-1 ranges) of DCD isolated in an argon matrix at 10 K (trace a) and
difference spectra (traces b-e) (irradiated matrix minus as-deposited
matrix) obtained after UV-irradiations of this sample with a xenon arc
lamp and different cutoff filters: (lower frame, trace b) after 80 min
irradiation with a cutoff filterλ > 337 nm; (trace c) after subsequent
irradiation during 100 min with a cutoff filterλ > 285 nm; (trace d)
after additional irradiation during 2 min with a cutoff filterλ > 235
nm (outer KBr window of the cryostat). Upper frame: (trace d) the
same as trace d in the lower frame; (trace e) after 130 min irradiation
through the outer KBr window of the cryostat (that works as a cutoff
filter λ > 235 nm).
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Other spectra presented in the figure correspond to difference
spectra, where the spectrum of the as-deposited matrix (trace
a) was subtracted from the spectra obtained after irradiation.
Trace b corresponds to the spectrum collected after 80 min of
irradiation with the 337 nm cutoff filter. As mentioned above,
during this irradiation the main observed spectral change
corresponded to the TTf CT conformational conversion.
Nevertheless, as it was also noticed above, a few additional
bands were observed that are due to products of photolysis of
DCD. The bands in the 2125 cm-1 region (main maxima at
2127.4, 2125.0, and 2123.5 cm-1) and in the range between
2100 and 2070 cm-1 (main maxima at 2094.2, 2092.3, 2091.1,
2086.2, and 2083.5 cm-1) appear at nearly the same frequencies
as the most intense bands theoretically predicted for the possible
conformers of the bisketene, 2,3-dimethoxybuta-1,3-diene-1,4-
dione (DBD, see Figure S02), which can be produced from DCD
by photocleavage of the C-C intercarbonyl bond. DBD has
six distinct conformers (shown in Figure S02; see also Table
S08, where their relative energies, symmetries, dipole moments,
and some relevant structural data are given). For all conformers,
the stretching vibrations of the two ketene groups in DBD are
predicted by the DFT calculations to give rise to very intense
bands around 2135 and 2090 cm-1 (average absolute intensities
equal to ca. 500 and 1240 km mol-1, respectively), thus nicely
matching the frequencies of the observed bands. Very unfor-
tunately, all the other bands originated in this compound are
much less intense, and only two additional bands originated in
this species could be experimentally observed (at ca. 1234 and
1060 cm-1). The complex structure of the bands at ca. 2125
cm-1 and 2100-2070 cm-1 as well as the different rate of
growing along the irradiation time reflects the fact that several
conformers of DBD are produced. However, the spectra of all
conformers are theoretically predicted to be very similar (see
Tables S09-S14), in particular in the regions where bands due
to this compound could be identified, precluding any identifica-
tion of individual conformers. The origin of the very small bands
observed at 2138.4 cm-1 and in the 1950-1850 cm-1 region
will be discussed later in the paper.

The spectrum corresponding to trace c in Figure 5 was
obtained after irradiation of the matrix (for 100 min) with the
285 nm cutoff filter (following the irradiation performed with
the 337 nm cutoff filter). It is noticeable that when the filter
transmitting light with (λ > 285 nm) was used, the efficiency
of the photolysis of DCD increased considerably, in comparison
to the irradiation with the 337 nm cutoff filter. Irradiation
through the KBr window of the cryostat (λ > 235 nm) was
found to promote such photolysis even more efficiently. Two
spectra obtained under these experimental conditions are shown
in Figure 5. Trace d corresponds to the spectrum that was
obtained after 10 min of irradiation through the KBr window
of the cryostat (following the previous steps of irradiation with
the 337 and 285 nm cutoff filters). Trace e corresponds to the
spectrum obtained after 130 min of irradiation through the KBr
window of the cryostat (in a whole, the matrix was subjected
to 310 min of irradiation). During the first stages of the last
step of irradiation (through the KBr window of the cryostat),
the intensities of the bands due to DBD increased considerably,
whereas the intensities of the bands at 2138.4 cm-1 and in the
1950-1850 cm-1 region did not vary very much (Figure 5,
lower frame). On the other hand, upon prolonged irradiation
through the KBr window of the cryostat (ca. 25 min after starting
this step of irradiation), the bands due to DBD started to
decrease, while those observed at 2138.4 cm-1 and in the 1950-
1850 cm-1 region increased considerably. After prolonged

irradiation this trend became even more evident (Figure 5, upper
frame). This means that the bisketene was produced at the first
stages of the irradiation and then it was consumed in a secondary
photoreaction, which yielded the products that give rise to
the bands at 2138.4 cm-1 and in the 1950-1850 cm-1 region.
The identification of the band at 2138.4 cm-1 is straightfor-
ward, since this is the characteristic band due to CO isolated
in argon matrix.29,30 Indeed, the complex structure of the
observed band shows that part of the photoproduced CO is
associated with other species produced in the same matrix cage.
The identification of the species giving rise to the bands
appearing in the 1950-1850 cm-1 region could also be made
easily. In fact, these IR absorptions belong to a set of bands,
which show an uniform and characteristic pattern of variation
of intensity with irradiation time. These bands are shown in
Figure 6, and fit nicely the predicted spectra for the trans-
trans and cis-trans conformers of deltic acid dimethyl ester
(C5O3H6; 2,3-dimethoxycyloprop-2-en-1-one; DCP). The two
conformers of DCP are shown in Figure S03 (Supporting
Information), whereas the band assignments are given in Tables
4 and 5, together with results of normal-coordinate analysis.
DCP is produced together with CO, and results from decarbo-
nylation of the bisketene, probably involving intermediacy of
the ketenylcarbene.23

The DFT(B3LYP)/6-311++G(d,p) calculations indicated that
the trans-trans conformer of DCP should be more stable than
the cis-trans form by 3.42 kJ mol-1 (3.59 kJ mol-1, if zero-
point vibrational energy correction is considered). The spec-
troscopic data indicate that, at the end of the UV-irradiation,
the two conformers are present in the matrix in a proportion
that is equal to the degeneracy of the conformational level (1
for the trans-trans conformer and 2 for the cis-trans form).

Figure 6. Upper frames show fragments of the experimental difference
FTIR spectra of DCD isolated in an argon matrix (spectrum recorded
before any irradiation minus spectrum at the end of the irradiation
process). The growing bands are designated with “I” and the decreasing
bands with “II”. Lower frames show corresponding fragments of the
theoretical spectra calculated at the DFT(B3LYP)/6-311++G(d,p) level.
Bands pointing downward represent the superposition of the spectra
calculated for the TT and CT conformers of DCD (the intensities of
the calculated bands were scaled by the estimated ratio of TT and CC
populations at 53°C). Bands pointing upward represent the superposi-
tion of the spectra calculated for the trans-trans and cis-trans
conformers of DCP (the intensities of the bands calculated for each of
these conformers were scaled by 0.2). All theoretical frequencies were
scaled using the equationνscaled) 26.8 + 0.96νcalcd.
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Indeed, the ratio of the integral intensities of the bands at 1890.4/
1888.9 cm-1 (trans-trans) and 1898.4 cm-1 (cis-trans) matches
almost perfectly that predicted theoretically (0.41 vs 0.35; see
Tables 4 and 5).

The global kinetics of the photochemical processes is
summarized in Figure 7. As shown in this figure, DBD is present
at practically all stages of photoreaction, never exceeding 3%
of the total population. This can be interpreted in terms of a
photo equilibrium which is achieved fast. Also a small amount
of this species confirms its role as an important reaction
intermediate. The first UV (λ > 337 nm) irradiation is
nondestructive and results mainly in DCD TTf CT confor-
mational isomerization. Upon UV (λ > 285 nm) irradiation,
this photoprocess progresses, but alongside with it a small

amount of the decarbonylation product (DCP) is generated.
When the matrix was exposed to UV (λ > 235 nm) light,
production of DCP at the expense of DCD was the main
observed photochemical transformation. The amount of photo-
produced CT conformer of DCP is approximately twice greater
than the amount of photogenerated TT conformer.

Having assigned the spectral signatures of the main photo-
products, it is now possible to discuss the mechanisms of the
observed processes. One of the interesting issues concerns the
initial stage of the phototransformations (partially depicted in
Figure 4). On the basis of changes in the experimental spectra
induced by low-energy UV (λ > 337 nm) irradiation, two
mechanisms of conformational isomerization in DCD can be
proposed, either direct conversion or involving intermediacy of

TABLE 4: Vibrational Frequencies, Intensities,a and Potential Energy Distributions (PED) for Conformer I of DCP (C2W;
Conformer TT) b

obsd
infrared, Ar matrix

T ) 10 K
calcd

B3LYP 6-311++G(d, p)

ν I νc I sym PEDd (%)

3031.6 * { 3059.7 11.8 A1 ν(CH3)as(s)(95)
3059.6 10.7 B2 ν(CH3)as(as)(95)

3005.8 * 3019.0 39.2 B1 ν(CH3)′′as(s)(100)
3019.0 0 A2 ν(CH3)′′as(as)(100)

2956.8 * { 2947.8 7.0 A1 ν(CH3)s(s)(96)
2946.9 73.4 B2 ν(CH3)s(as)(96)

1890.4} 110.0 1900.4 154.2 A1 ν(CdO)(37)+ ν(C-C)s(27) + ν(C-O)s(19) + ν(CdC)(17)
1888.9
1702.9} 555.0 1703.6 567.9 A1 ν(CdC)(41)+ ν(CdO)(37)+ ν(C-O)s(14)
1701.1
1464.2} 111.7 { 1464.6 14.9 A1 δ(CH3)as(s)(89)
1461.8 1463.5 39.0 B2 δ(CH3)as(as)(91)

1458.0 0 A2 δ(CH3)′′as(as)(93)
1457.2} 70.8 { 1457.9 22.3 B1 δ(CH3)′′as(s) (93)
1456.0 1455.8 32.3 B2 δ(CH3)s(as)(92)
1439.1 * 1437.7 11.3 A1 δ(CH3)s(s)(99)
1303.6} 794.8 1287.2 805.9 B2 ν(C-O)as(61) + ν(C-C)as(17)1300.1
1297.9
1216.8 19.4 1215.6 27.9 A1 γ(CH3)as(s)(62)
1179.3 28.0 1175.7 48.0 B2 γ(CH3)as(as)(78)
1143.2 7.4 1149.0 1.2 B1 γ(CH3)′′as(s)(92)

1148.8 0 A2 γ(CH3)′′as(as)(92)
1092.1 50.7 1089.3 11.0 A1 γ(CH3)as(s)(23)+ ν(O-CH3)s(17) + ν(CdC)(16)+

ν(C-C)s(14) + ν(C-O)s(14) + ν(CdO)(11)

1044.6} 157.8 1041.0 154.9 B2 ν(O-CH3)as(62) + ν(C-C)as(17) + δ(C-O)s(16)1042.5
1039.6
1038.3
≈1015 * 1004.9 11.6 A1 ν(O-CH3)s(71) + ν(C-C)s(15)
810.4 6.6 808.0 15.1 B2 ν(O-CH3)as(38) + δ(C-O)s(24) + ν(C-C)as(17) + ν(C-O)as(17)
754.6 9.5 752.8 13.1 B2 δ(CdO)(62)+ ν(C-C)as(14) + δ(C-O)s(12)
698.4} 24.3 707.3 38.2 A1 ν(C-O)s(38) + ν(C-C)s(36)
696.3
not obsd 641.7 2.1 B1 τ(C-C)as(68) + γ(CdO)(39)

618.5 0 A2 τ(C-C)s(90)
≈422 e 420.7 4.6 B2 δ(O-CH3)as(55) + δ(CdO)(25)+ ν(C-C)as(15)

not investigated { 357.5 1.1 A1 δ(O-CH3)s(58) + δ(C-O)as(15) + ν(CdC)(15)
229.2 8.6 B1 τ(C-O)as(30) + γ(CdO)(27)+ τ(CH3)as(22) + τ(C-C)as(21)
177.6 7.7 B2 δ(C-O)s(46) + δ(O-CH3)as(26) + ν(C-C)as(16) + δ(CdO)(11)
159.4 0 A2 τ(CH3)s(51) + τ(C-O)s(36) + τ(C-C)s(13)
150.7 3.6 A1 δ(C-O)as(69) + δ(O-CH3)s(26)
126.9 2.0 B1 τ(CH3)as(54) + τ(C-C)as(44) + γ(CdO)(29)
93.3 0 A2 τ(C-O)s(55) + τ(CH3)s(46)
88.0 7.3 B1 τ(C-O)as(100)

a Relative integrated intensities, normalized in such a way that the total measured intensity for each conformer is equal to the corresponding
calculated intensity. The asterisk (/) designates an overlap with bands from the most stable isomer.b Frequencies (ν) in cm-1; theoretical intensities
(I) in km mol-1. c Theoretical positions of absorption bands were scaled according to the equationy ) 26.8+ 0.96x. d PED’s lower than 10% are
not included. Definition of symmetry coordinates is given in Table S05 (Supporting Information). See Figure S03 for atom numbering.e Not
possible to measure because of excessive spectral noise.
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ring-opening and ring-closure processes. The direct TTf CT
conversion in DCD implies the internal rotation around one of
the C-O bonds. This mechanism would require the quantitative
phototransformation of the TT conformer into the CT form.
However, as it is evident from Figure 4, the amount of consumed
TT form exceeds approximately 2 times the amount of the
photoproduced CT, which might be an indication of another
mechanism. Nevertheless, this in not necessarily a proof for a
mechanism other than the TTf CT direct conversion. It might
be as well that the mechanism of TTf CT conversion is direct,
but there occurs a simultaneous ring-opening side reaction.

According to the alternative mechanism, the first step of
photoreaction would be the ring opening of DCD and formation
of the bisketene intermediate (marked by>CdCdO in Figure
4). This is consistent with the observed direction of changes
upon short irradiation times using the cutoff filterλ > 337 nm:

the bands due to bisketene appear already at initial stages of
the UV-induced phototransformations, while bands of both
conformers of DCD decrease in intensity.

Another argument in favor of the second mechanism is that
the amount of bisketene photoproduct is relatively low at all
stages of the observed photoprocesses. This may indicate that
bisketene (DBD) remains during irradiation in a dynamic
reversible equilibrium with the starting compound (DCD), at
the same time it is consumed in the DBDf DCP+ CO process.
Such behavior was observed recently by us for the case of a
very branched photochemistry of sulfur analogues ofR-Pyrone,31

where the observed primary photoproducts of ring-opening
reactions, ketene-thioaldehydes and thioketene-aldehydes, ap-
peared fast upon short irradiations and were present in the
matrixes in small amounts along all the process, being constantly
consumed and produced.

TABLE 5: Vibrational Frequencies, Intensities,a and Potential Energy Distributions (PED) for Conformer II of DCP ( Cs;
Conformer CT)

obsd
infrared, Ar matrix

T ) 10 K
calcd

B3LYP 6-311++G(d, p)

ν I νc I sym PEDd (%)

3031.6 * { 3058.4 10.5 A′ ν(C11H3)as(95)
3058.0 11.9 A′ ν(C7H3)as(94)

3005.8 * 3019.5 19.0 A′′ ν(C11H3)′′as(100)
≈3000 * 3012.0 22.3 A′′ ν(C7H3)′′as(100)

2956.8 * { 2947.4 38.4 A′ ν(C11H3)s(96)
2941.7 35.0 A′ ν(C7H3)s(94)

1898.4 266.2 1905.4 218.1 A′ ν(CdO)(42)+ ν(C-C)s(28) + ν(CdC)(14)
1698.7} 515.2 1700.0 692.8 A′ ν(CdC)(43)+ ν(CdO)(33)+ ν(C2-O5)(10)
1696.7
1465.3 * 1464.8 19.8 A′ δ(C11H3)as(88)
1459.6 * 1461.8 24.7 A′ δ(C7H3)as(88)

1457.2 * { 1457.7 1.1 A′′ δ(C7H3)′′as(58) + δ(C11H3)′′as(35)
1457.2 21.8 A′′ δ(C11H3)′′as(58) + δ(C7H3)′′as(35)

1456.1 * 1454.2 21.2 A′ δ(C11H3)s(56) + δ(C7H3)s(36)
not obsd 1434.1 11.4 A′ δ(C7H3)s(58) + δ(C11H3)s(40)
1288.7 605.9 1277.0 606.5 A′ ν(C3-O6)(33)+ ν(C2-O5)(28)+ ν(C-C)as(20)
1201.2 98.2 1197.7 49.8 A′ γ(C11H3)as(65)
not obsd 1192.8 6.3 A′ γ(C7H3)as(79)

1143.2 * { 1148.5 0.5 A′′ γ(C11H3)′′as(90)
1144.5 1.0 A′′ γ(C7H3)′′as(90)

1092.1 * 1095.4 60.7 A′ ν(CdC)(17)+ γ(C11H3)as(15) +
(C-C)s(15) + ν(CdO)(12)+ ν(C3-O6)(11)

1033.3} 172.6 1024.6 118.5 A′ ν(O6-CH3)(58) + ν(C-C)as(14) + δ(C3-O6)(11)1032.5
1029.7
1024.5
993.7} 73.5 983.2 54.3 A′ ν(O5-CH3)(68) + ν(C-C)s(16)
984.2
874.8 15.4 867.2 6.1 A′ ν(C2-O5)(17)+ δ(C2-O5)(17)+ ν(O6-CH3)(16) + ν(C-C)as(11)
≈740 12.6 742.1 19.1 A′ δ(CdO)(59)+ ν(C-C)as(13)
678.0 18.6 683.3 13.0 A′ ν(C3-O6)(23)+ ν(C-C)s(23) + ν(C2-O5)(15)+ δ(CdO)(10)
not obsd 649.9 2.1 A′′ τ(C-C)as(69) + γ(CdO)(32)
not obsd 624.3 0.3 A′′ τ(C-C)s(93)
≈422 e 426.3 8.2 A′ δ(O6-CH3)(40) + δ(O5-CH3)(23) + δ(C3-O6)(12)

not investigated { 347.1 2.3 A′ δ(O5-CH3)(33) + ν(C-C)as(21) + δ(CdO)(17)+ δ(O6-CH3)(17)
251.6 8.7 A′′ γ(CdO)(48)+ τ(C-C)as(38) + τ(C7H3)(13)
191.5 2.0 A′ δ(C2-O5)(34)+ δ(O6-CH3)(16) +

(C3-O6)(14)+ δ(O5-CH3)(13) + ν(C-C)as(11)
161.6 0.4 A′′ τ(C11H3)(36) + τ(C3-O6)(32)+ τ(C7H3)(25) + τ(C2-O5)(13)
141.7 4.0 A′ δ(C3-O6)(42)+ δ(C2-O5)(26)+ δ(O5-CH3)(14) + δ(O6-CH3)(11)
135.7 0.4 A′′ τ(C7H3)(46) + τ(C-C)as(26) + γ(CdO)(19)+ τ(C11H3)(16)
108.6 0.3 A′′ τ(C2-O5)(84)+ τ(C7H3)(13) + τ(C3-O6)(11)
96.0 3.4 A′′ τ(C3-O6)(66)+ τ(C11H3)(30) + τ(C2-O5)(10)

a Relative integrated intensities, normalized in such a way that the total measured intensity for each conformer is equal to the corresponding
calculated intensity. The asterisk (/) designates an overlap with bands from the most stable isomer.b Frequencies (ν) in cm-1; theoretical intensities
(I) in km mol-1]. c Theoretical positions of absorption bands were scaled according to the equationy ) 26.8+ 0.96x. d PED’s lower than 10% are
not included. Definition of symmetry coordinates is given in Table S06 (Supporting Information). See Figure S03 for atom numbering.e Not
possible to measure because of excessive spectral noise.
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An additional point which might also favor this mechanism
is that DBD is theoretically predicted to exist in six conforma-
tions, differing by the positions of methoxyl groups. This
conformational multiplicity of DBD should result in confor-
mational randomization of the species photochemically produced
from DBD. This is exactly what was observed for both species
which are related to the DBD photochemistry: DCD (the
reactant species) and DCP (the methyl ester of deltic acid). The
described mechanism is presented in Figure 8.

The final note should be done regarding the advanced stages
of the photochemistry. It is also possible that DCP undergoes
further reaction, with additional extrusion of CO and formation
of dimethoxyacetylene (see also Figure S04 and Tables S07
and S15), though the experimental evidence of such process in
the present study is not strong enough to be conclusive regarding
this possibility. Nevertheless small bands at ca. 1324 and 946

cm-1, closely matching the strongest bands predicted theoreti-
cally for this molecule are observed in the spectrum recorded
after prolonged irradiation of the matrix and are tentatively
assigned to this species.

Conclusions

Two conformers, TT and CT, of dimethyl ester of squaric
acid (DCD) were frozen from the gas phase into low-temperature
Ar matrixes. The TT conformer is more stable than the CT form.
As a consequence, the population of the TT conformer trapped
in Ar matrixes was higher than that of the CT form. A series of
samples deposited from different gas-phase temperatures al-
lowed determination of the difference in conformational en-
thalpies between the CT and TT forms, being 4.2 ((20%) kJ
mol-1, which is in good consonance with the MP2 theoretically
predicted value (3.9 kJ mol-1).

Upon irradiation of DCD monomers isolated in Ar matrixes
with low-energy UV light (λ > 337 nm), the TTf CT
transformation occurred, with all probability involving annπ*
excitation of the compound.32 Under these irradiation conditions,
other photoproducts (DBD and DCP) were also generated in
small amounts, which might indicate that the open-ring bisketene
DBD serves as an intermediate in the TTf CT conversion in
DCD.

Upon irradiation with shorter-wavelength UV light (λ > 285
nm) or (λ > 235 nm), presumably involvingππ* excitation of
the compound,32 the ring opening reaction, leading to bisketene
(DBD) occurred more efficiently. Several conformers of DBD
were photoproduced in this phototransformation.

Subsequently, DBD was photochemically converted into CO
and deltic acid dimethyl ester (DCP). This compound was
photoproduced in two forms, trans-trans and cis-trans, with
the ratio of populations of these forms equal to 1:2. This can
be rationalized by assuming equal probability of obtaining each
of the forms and by taking into account the double degeneracy-
by-symmetry of the cis-trans conformer.

The general scheme summarizing the photoprocesses induced
by UV irradiation of monomers of DCD isolated in low-
temperature Ar matrixes is presented in Figure 8. Some aspects
of this scheme are analogous to the scheme of photoreactions
previously observed for matrix-isolated 3,4-dichloro-3-cy-
clobutene-1,2-dione.32,33 For this latter compound, similarly to

Figure 7. Kinetic evolution of selected species resulting from the consecutive UV irradiations (using different cutoff filters) of DCD isolated in
an argon matrix. Changes of the cutoff filters (337, 285, 235 nm) are indicated by vertical dashed lines. Populations of the two conformers of the
starting compound (DCD) are defined using pairs of the absorption bands at 1106, 1005 cm-1 (TT, 9) and 1084, 1021 cm-1 (CT, 0). Integrated
peak areas for these bands were reduced by the respective theoretical intensities calculated at the DFT(B3LYP)/6-311++G(d,p) level, averaged,
and then normalized using a single scaling factor to 100% of the total. The same scaling factor was used for normalization of the amounts of
photoproducts. The amounts of the two conformers of DCP (TT,2 and CT,4) were estimated by measuring integrated areas for the components
of the doublet centered at 1890 and 1898 cm-1, respectively. The amount of DBD (b) was estimated using the pair of bands at 2127 and 2091/2086
cm-1. The experimental integrated intensities were reduced using the averaged calculated intensities (for the two CdCdO stretching vibrations)
over all possible (six) DBD conformers, averaged and normalized.

Figure 8. Overall scheme of the observed photo transformations. Note
that there is some experimental indication of possible formation of
dimethoxyacetylene, but the results presented in this study cannot be
considered conclusive regarding this point (see text). These less evident
results are indicated by question marks.
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DCD investigated in the current work, the bisketene photo-
product was generated already upon longer-wavelength UV (λ
> 335 nm) irradiation. In both cases, the bisketene product was
further phototransformed (by cleavage of CO molecule) to a
substituted deltic acid.
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